SD 10105.08. USS Ganymede: The Ganymede is on route to sector 791.
The ship is traveling at warp 9.9. Pending the arrival of a high warp shuttle, that shall arrive momentarily...
<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>
<CNS_Ashworth>
::in her quarters with her husband, and she starts pacing::
<CO_Taylor>
::taps communicator:: *OPS*: Get me Starfleet Command on the line, Secure channel, Highest priority!
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::in quarters staring into the beautiful eyes of his dearest love, Tehya:: CNS: How many times have I told you I loved you?
<CSO_Ray>
:: at station scanning for vessel::
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Many times , I love you too. ::looks a bit distracted::
<CMO_Seti>
@::On the Shuttle Foxworthy enroute to the Ganymede along with CTO Abbot::
<CEO_D`terrin>
@::Galnen is at the helm of his shuttle, awaiting his rendezvous with the USS Ganymede, his true love (Ship-Wise)
<OPS_Serok>
*CO*: Aye Sir. :: Opens Comm, high priority ::
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Wipes the perspiration from his brow and excuses himself from the bridge:: CO: Captain I believe I must convey this to my government agreed?::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Oh honey. Don't pace. You'll need plenty of energy for your upcoming surgery. Spare your energy. Come... sit. Please. ::motions for her to sit on bed::
<CTO_Abbott>
@::sits on the shuttle quietly waiting for their rendezvous with the Ganymede::
<CEO_D`terrin>
@Self: I sure can't wait to be home, reunited with my beloved crew, my engines, and my true love, Annija
<OPS_Serok>
*COM: Starfleet*: Starfleet Command, this is the USS Ganymede, High priority communication from Captain Taylor.
<CO_Taylor>
COMM: SFC: Command, this is Captain Taylor. We have a Code Omega Situation and are en route. Awaiting instructions.
<CNS_Ashworth>
::looks at him:: Kevin: I should be there to help the crew with this assignment. ::she stills paces::
<XO_Silek>
:: steps out of the observation room onto the bridge ::
<CTO_Abbott>
@::reads through some of the Ganymede's specs noting she is a bigger ship than the Hayden::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: I can understand you're disappointed. But as a counselor, I'm sure you can understand why they made the decision. It's too dangerous.
<CEO_D`terrin>
@::Plays a few of his old Heavy Metal songs, as the Ganymede comes within sensor range::
<CMO_Seti>
@::Takes out his PADD and reviews his fitness reports on the crew while he has been on Earth::
ACTION: LRS picks up the shuttle.
<CEO_D`terrin>
@Self: I sure do hope SOMEONE has been taking care of my engines while I'm away. I'll be pretty annoyed if they've been neglected
<XO_Silek>
:: steps up to the command deck looking at the door to the Ready Room ::
<CMO_Seti>
@Self: Looks like the counselor is about to have that child
<ADM_Rittenhouse>
COMM: GANY: CO: Captain Taylor, this is Admiral Rittenhouse. Code Omega understood. What is your position?
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::stands and walks to Tehya:: CNS: Don't worry. In two to three weeks. You'll be back on duty with alcoholic crew or crew who wet themselves in bed.
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Anything is better than standing around doing nothing. I'm need to go for a walk. ::starts to leave::
<XO_Silek>
OPS: Status Commander ?
<CSO_Ray>
XO: long range sensors pick up a small warp shuttle
<OPS_Serok>
:: moves from the Captains chair to her console ::
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Walks to the TL and requests Deck 8 ::
<XO_Silek>
:: looks distracted ::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::follows her:: CNS: Lets go to the lounge. We should get something to eat maybe before the surgery.
<XO_Silek>
CSO: Thank you Mr. Ray.. Identify please.
<CTO_Abbott>
@::goes over tactical specifics and begins to smirk to herself::
<OPS_Serok>
:: looks at the XO :: A small warp shuttle has been picked up on long range sensors Commander.
<CO_Taylor>
COMM: SFC: ADM: We are en route at warp 9.9 to sector 791. We will arrive shortly. what action needs to be taken, admiral?
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: I don't want food, I just need to walk around.
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Leaves TL and enters quarters unpacks a transmitter and relates the same encoded message to the Klingon High Command::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::smiles a bit:: CNS: As you wish.
<CSO_Ray>
XO: It is the STYX
<ADM_Rittenhouse>
COMM: GANY: CO: I am sending a specialty team to deal with this problem, Captain. You.will greet them on scene I presume. Anything else?
<XO_Silek>
:: looks at his PADD and remembers the rendez-vous OPS: Open a channel please.
<CMO_Seti>
@Shuttle Pilot: How long till arrival
<CNS_Ashworth>
::has a minor twinge and she tries to shake it off::
<OPS_Serok>
XO: Aye Commander. :: Opens a channel :: Channel open Sir.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Are you okay?
<XO_Silek>
COMM: Styx: This is the Ganymede.. Respond Please.
<CO_Taylor>
COMM: SFC: ADM: Admiral, I regret to inform you that we may have a serious security breach. I have information that Admiral Malone may be feeding information to the Romulans.
<CMO_Seti>
@<Shuttle Pilot>: CMO: I am picking up the Ganymede on LRS, will not be long Lieutenant
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: I'll be fine. I'll be even better when Trevin is here. ::smiles::
<Gov_MKlore>
*CO*Captain: The High Command has been advised of the situation. I am to assist in any manner you see fit.
<CMO_Seti>
@COMM: Ganymede: XO: This is CMO Seti
<ADM_Rittenhouse>
COMM: GANY: CO: Malone, eh? you're right. We have a serious breach of security. Don't worry, Captain. You have your hands full. I'll handle that situation here.
<CEO_D`terrin>
COMM: Ganymede, this is the Reznor. I have an ETA of 5 minutes. Get that bay ready, I'm a commin' home!
<CO_Taylor>
COMM: SFC: ADM: Understood, Admiral. My thanks. Ganymede out. ::closes channel::
<XO_Silek>
COMM:Styx: CMO: Doctor.. we have an emergency situation .. we shall be beaming you and the crew directly from the shuttle during high warp.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Yes. Trevin. What a kid he'll be.
<CMO_Seti>
COMM: Gany: Understood, our new CTO is also on board Sir
<CTO_Abbott>
@::overhears the comm and briefly looks up::
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: He'll be a joy to have around. ::walking in the corridor with Kevin, but she really wants to go to the bridge::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::thinks about the joys of being a father... the many hours of helping you son with quantum physics... reading him stories of the Adventures of Captain Kirk::
<CO_Taylor>
::strides grimly out to the bridge:: Helm: What is our ETA to sector 791? OPS: I take it we have some ships inbound?
<XO_Silek>
COMM:Styx: CMO: Understood.. Transport shall commence in 2.3 minutes. Ganymede Out.
<OPS_Serok>
CO: Aye Sir. The CEO and the CMO are enroute with our new CTO .
<CEO_D`terrin>
@COMM: Ganymede: This is the Reznor. Please Respond
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Removes ceremonial robes and gets into his Admirals battle uniform::
<CMO_Seti>
@CTO: Looks like we have our hands full upon arrival
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Oh did you feed Mishe?
<Gov_MKlore>
::Exits quarters and heads to TL <Bridge>::
<CTO_Abbott>
@::nods:: CMO: It appears so, Doctor.
<XO_Silek>
COMM:Reznor. CEO: Reznor this is Commander Silek.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Ohh... uhhh... ut oh. I'll be back. I forgot to do that.
<CO_Taylor>
OPS: Send our welcome home and tell the CTO to check in with me as soon as she's aboard. she's likely to be needed sooner than later.
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: You better you know how he gets when he is not fed on time
<CTO_Abbott>
@::comes to her feet clutching her rather heavy duffle and Bat'Leth's waiting for transport::
<Gov_MKlore>
::Exits TL::CO:Permission to enter the bridge
<OPS_Serok>
CO: Aye Sir. 
<CEO_D`terrin>
@COMM: Ganymede: Silek! It's nice to hear from you again. I'll be arriving within minutes.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::rushes back to the quarters:: CNS: Don't go too far!
<CEO_D`terrin>
@::Turns off the Music::
<XO_Silek>
ACTION: The CMO and CTO are transported aboard.
<CNS_Ashworth>
::she watches as he enters their quarters and she heads for the nearest TL and enters::
<CMO_Seti>
::Materializes on the Gany along with the CTO::
<CEO_D`terrin>
@::The Reznor approaches the Ganymede::
<XO_Silek>
COMM:Reznor. CEO: Acknowledged Mr. D`Terrin transport shall commence in 1.5 minutes advice the pilot please. Ganymede Out.
<CNS_Ashworth>
TL: Bridge ::the TL moves::
<CMO_Seti>
*XO*: Commander, The CTO and I are onboard, what is your orders, sir
<CTO_Abbott>
@::appears on the TR padd and looks around curiously::
<CSO_Ray>
XO: they are safely aboard
<OPS_Serok>
*CEO/CMO/CTO*: Welcome home Gentleman and Mister Abbott, the Captain wishes to see you as soon as possible.
<CEO_D`terrin>
@Pilot: Prepare for Transport.
<Pilot>
@CEO: Aye
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::sees the cat with an unfriendly flicker of it's claw... thinks... yeesh:: Miesh: Don't worry. Food is on it's way.; Computer: One bowl of cat food.
<XO_Silek>
*CMO*: Doctor prepare sickbay for an emergency, The CTO should report to the bridge immediately.
<CNS_Ashworth>
::the TL stops at the bridge and she exits::
<CMO_Seti>
*XO*: Understood, Seti out.
ACTION: The CEO is transported aboard.
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Walks towards CO:: CO: Captain is there a way I can be of assistance to you here?
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Materializes in the TR::
<CTO_Abbott>
::steps down off the padd:: *OPS* Acknowledged. I am on my way to the bridge now. Would it be possible to have my belongings brought to my quarters?
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: Take the Counselor's chair, please Governor. it would be an honor to have you along.
<CMO_Seti>
::Enters the TL:: TL: Sickbay
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::gives the cat the food and watches as it sticks it's small tongue in:: Self: Well, it eats more civil than I do. ::smiles and exits quarters::
<CNS_Ashworth>
::she walks slowly behind the command chair::
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: What do you know of Admiral Rittenhouse?
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Steps off the Transport Pad, making his way for ME asap:: Ensign_On_Duty: Please have these belongings Transported to my quarters
<OPS_Serok>
*CTO*: Certainly Mister Abbott. After the Captain is done with you, come see me for your room assignment.
<CMO_Seti>
*CNS*: Counselor, I am back from Earth, what is your situation Commander
<CTO_Abbott>
::hopes she'll be able to find the bridge easily::
<Ensign_On_Duty>
CEO: Aye sir. ::Transports the luggage::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::walks down the corridor looking for his wife... she couldn't have gotten that far... she's pregnant::
<XO_Silek>
:: looks at the CNS as she arrives on the bridge :: CNS: I am perplexed by your presence here Counselor.
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Sir, I'm proceeding to ME. What is the situation?
<CTO_Abbott>
*OPS* :Acknowledged...::feels a bit uneasy leaving her Bat'Leth's in the TR but heads for the nearest TL::
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain I am a Warrior not a psycho babble peddler. I am at your disposal not to be disposed of
<CMO_Seti>
::Exits the TL and enters Sickbay:: Computer: Activate the EMHS, Authorization Seti Delta One
<CNS_Ashworth>
XO: I am going stir crazy waiting.
<Computer>
CMO: EMHS Activated 
<CO_Taylor>
::Turns to see the Counselor:: CNS: Commander, I had been advised you were in sickbay. I expected a happy event!
<CTO_Abbott>
::looks at a corridor console and a little arrow marked "you are here"::
<CMO_Seti>
::Watches this EMHS Program come to life::
<CTO_Abbott>
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::wonders where she could have gone:: Self: I'm perplexed !
<CMO_Seti>
Self: We are traveling at warp 9.9, what could be the emergency?
<XO_Silek>
:: raises eyebrow :: CNS: Stir crazy.. should you be treating yourself for that illness, Counselor?. :: his eyes twinkling ::
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: I know it well, Sir. that's why I need your counsel. what do you know of Admiral Rittenhouse? Can he be trusted, or is he more like a conniving backstabber? I was hoping for the benefit of your wisdom.
<CMO_Seti>
*CNS*: Commander, I am back from Earth, what is your situation?
<CNS_Ashworth>
::just smiles at the XO::
<OPS_Serok>
CNS: The doctor whom treats himself or herself has a fool for a patient.
<CTO_Abbott>
::waits as the lift takes her on it's long journey to the bridge::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::arrives in ME, and sweeps the inch of dust off his consoles:: Ahhh, how good it is to be back. ::Hits a few buttons and brings up a system status diagram
<CNS_Ashworth>
OPS: I know *CMO*: I'm fine for now, I'll let you know when
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Ahhh I misunderstood your intent Captain. Rittenhouse..hmmm.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
Computer: Please state location of Tehya Ashworth, please.
<CMO_Seti>
*CNS*: Aye
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: Not at all. what do you know of him? I fear a trap.
<Computer>
Kevin: Tehya Ashworth is on the bridge.
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Sir, please advise me of the situation
<CTO_Abbott>
::enters the bridge looking for the CO::
<CMO_Seti>
Self: I don't understand what is going on here ::Exits sickbay and heads to the TL::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::smiles:: Self: I shouldn't be surprised. ::rushes to the turbolift::
<CMO_Seti>
::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge
<CNS_Ashworth>
XO: I just want to see if I can help in some way.
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Ah, Lieutenant Abbott. You have arrived. ::introduces the new CTO to the bridge crew:: GOV: Are you acquainted with our new CTO?
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Pushes a few controls, and brings up the recent 2 months of maintenance reports on the engines and key systems::
<XO_Silek>
CEO: At the moment the situation is classified Lt. We just need as much power as you can give us. As usual.
<XO_Silek>
CNS: Of Course Counselor.
<CNS_Ashworth>
::has another minor twinge::
<CMO_Seti>
::Exits the TL and enters the Bridge:: CO: Lt Seti reporting sir, Sickbay is on standby
<CTO_Abbott>
CO: No Sir.....::gives a nod to the Gov:: GOV; Nuq'Neh
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain. Rittenhouse's name has surfaced in several security sessions of our council. His work in clandestine areas is renowned if somewhat....tainted at times
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Aye sir, that you can count on
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::enters bridge and looks around for his wife... finds her::
<CO_Taylor>
CTO/GOV: Consider yourselves introduced. ::grins:: GOV: Tainted? In what way?
<CMO_Seti>
XO: What is the current emergency Commander?
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Manipulates his controls to draw all the power he can from the reserves::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::walks to his wife:: CNS: Hunnie. You're quite the predictable. You shouldn't be up here however.
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Mister Abbot, I fear we will need your abilities sooner and not later. Please man Tactical, and ready the quantum Torpedoes and phasers and stand by the shields.
<XO_Silek>
CMO: Doctor. I'm afraid that I can not say. It's a classified matter.
<CTO_Abbott>
::nods readily:: CO: Aye Sir...::moves to her post::
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: I just couldn't do nothing.
<CMO_Seti>
::Raises his eyebrow:: ~~~~XO: With all due respect Commander, It is hard to prepare sickbay for what I have no knowledge of, that is not logical~~~~
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain, he has been known to be shall we say unorthodox in his approach to diplomatic secrets. It seems his idea of diplomacy is laced in Latinum
<CTO_Abbott>
:: familiarizes herself quickly with the systems and places everything standby::
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Sir, I believe that I have drawn all the power I safely can. Where shall I reroute it to?
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: I have an idea. How about, you tell me what to do here... and I'll do it for you. So, you can contribute through me.
<XO_Silek>
:: blinks :: ~~~ CMO: I apologize Doctor... It is unfortunately necessary ~~~
<CMO_Seti>
XO: Understood Commander
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: Then you think my logic of a possible trap is justified.
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Sends some ensigns out to reinforce the SIF::
<XO_Silek>
:: listens to the Captain and Governor :: *CEO*: Prepare for combat Lt.
<CTO_Abbott>
::powers up the phaser arrays and has the torpedo bay loaded and ready::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::wonders if there is anyway he can convince his wife to go to sickbay::
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Well it looks like we are in the middle of a highly classified mission so I think you should go ::has a twinge::
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain it would surprise me if it were otherwise. Given our "predicament" allows him and anyone else the opportunity to pursue personal gain
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::thinks... that was too easy::
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: Indeed. Well, then as an old earthman once said, "The game is a foot." 
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Runs a diagnostic on the engines, cross-examining them with the routine ones from the past 2 months::
<CTO_Abbott>
::brings shields up to power and places them on standby::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CMO: Doctor, how long do you expect it to be... before my wife spits out our baby?
<CO_Taylor>
XO: I don't like this. How far out are we?
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Terran? That is from a great Klingon writer of Mysteries
<CMO_Seti>
::Raises his eyebrow:: Kevin: Spits out? Sir, if you mean deliver the child, I will not know until I examine the Commander
<OPS_Serok>
:: standing at her console, monitoring ships systems. ::
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: We should exchange books some time, Governor. Over bloodwine. Lots of it. ::grins::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::claps hands:: CMO: Well Bones, lets get to it. We have a child to deliver.
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Smiles and begins to drool over that prospect::
<CMO_Seti>
::Self: Bones? Humans, they are so not Vulcan
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO/Kevin: Will you two stop talking about me like I'm not here. ::gets an upset look on her face::
<CTO_Abbott>
::looks up briefly at the CO and GOV at the mention of the word bloodwine::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Finds no anomalies in the readings and the new diagnostic::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: I'm sorry. Lets, get to sickbay. Child birth is so unpredictable.
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Understood
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain , this situation with Rittenhouse must not interfere with our present crisis.
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* I am pleased to report that the engines are running at peak efficiency, and that we will have no problem maintaining this speed for the next few hours. Beyond that, we will have to cool down.
<CNS_Ashworth>
::pulls her arm away:: Kevin: I'm not going until I so I am ready to go, you got that ::and she looks to the CMO as well::
<XO_Silek>
*CEO*: Understood Lt
<CMO_Seti>
Computer: Prepare bio-bed 1 for the delivery of a human child
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Aye
ACTION: The Ganymede is now 10 minutes until Sector 791.
<Computer>
: CMO: Working
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: It may already have interfered. Rittenhouse is sending a ship to deal with the problem, or so he said. Now I'm wondering which problem he was talking about.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::not quite sure why his wife is becoming irritable:: CMO: Now, what type of surgery are you planning on proceeding with?
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Counselor, we need to get you into sickbay
<CO_Taylor>
XO: I really don't like this. Rig for silent running.
ACTION: Detect a planetary systems 1 sun - 4 planets.
<CMO_Seti>
Kevin: I will determine that once I have the Commander in Sickbay
<XO_Silek>
:: nods :: CO: Understood Sir.
<CO_Taylor>
CSO: Mister Ray, anything on scanners?
<CSO_Ray>
CO: sir, we are 10 minutes from sector 791
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO: I will go if you two stop treating like I can't do anything for myself.
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain I can have a Vor'cha class ship here to defend this colony if need be. I am authorized to extend every resource at my disposal.
<XO_Silek>
:: moves to the tactical console ::CTO: Lt. reduce shield emissions. we are running silent.
<CO_Taylor>
CSO: Good. What's out there?
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: I have never said that, in fact, I wanted to commend you for taking care of yourself in my absence
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Okay. You can do... anything you want to. However, right now... we need to get to sickbay. Come on hunnie.
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: I would hate to impose on your good will, but that might not be a bad idea. If you would be so kind as to make the arrangements?
<CTO_Abbott>
XO: Aye Sir, would you like me to mask them completely?
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Consider it done:
<XO_Silek>
:: nods :: CTO: Please Do.
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Makes ship's Log entry about status of main systems::
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: My OPS officer can put you in contact with the Klingon high Council. OPS: See to it.
<CTO_Abbott>
::recalibrates the shield emitters so that they do not give off any signature::
<CNS_Ashworth>
::glares at the CMO and her husband:: CMO/Kevin: All right ::she then has a contraction and she reacts to it::
<CSO_Ray>
CO: a planetary system with 1 sun and four planets
<OPS_Serok>
CO: Aye Sir. GOV: I am at your disposal Governor.
<CSO_Ray>
CO: that is all
<CO_Taylor>
CSO: Any way to localize where that distress call came from?
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: That is it. OPS: Can you beam us to Sickbay
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::almost panics.. but doesn't:: CNS: See... we really need to get to sickbay.
<OPS_Serok>
CMO: I can Mister Seti.
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: I know just don't gloat about it.
<CMO_Seti>
OPS: Thank you Commander, proceed
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Turns to OPS:: Cmdr. Serok pleas contact IKS T'hling on frequency level subspace -009mhz, and announce I wish to speak to the Captain:
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::images a slimy and pink being coming out of a screaming woman...:: CNS: Oh... no gloating will happen.
<CTO_Abbott>
::makes a few more adjustments to the shields until she is happy with them::
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Good.
<CSO_Ray>
CO: Unknown
<OPS_Serok>
:: beams CMO/CNS/and Kevin to sickbay ::
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Stay sharp, Lieutenant. Something isn't right here...
ACTION: A Federation Starship "decloaks" in front of the
Ganymede. It's like an Intrepid class starship,
but slightly different.
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Is there anything you require me to do, as that I am unaware of the situation?
<XO_Silek>
:: blinks and looks at the CO ::
<CTO_Abbott>
::nods with a hint of a smirk:: CO: I always am, Sir.
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: What the...? OPS: hail that vessel!
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Wonders how the Federation got the technology?::
<CO_Taylor>
GOV: That's a clear violation of the treaty of Algernon!
<CTO_Abbott>
::pauses for a second at the familiar ship but then realizes it isn't what she thought::
<OPS_Serok>
Aye Captain.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::sees the glow disappear and finds self in sickbay:: Self: Transporters.
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Lay on bio bed one please
<CNS_Ashworth>
::materializes in Sickbay with the CMO and her husband::
<CNS_Ashworth>
::goes to biobed one::
<CO_Taylor>
::thinks for a second...something is VERY wrong about this::
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Noted and logged
<CO_Taylor>
::reacts from a gut level:: CTO: Raise Shields! Now!
<OPS_Serok>
COM: Federation Vessel: This is the USS Ganymede. Please identify yourself.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::helps his wife to the biobed::
<EMHS>
CMO: Welcome Lieutenant
<CTO_Abbott>
::with the touch of a button and the shields go up::
<CSO_Ray>
CO: There may be a way to detect where The distress signal came from sir
<CMO_Seti>
EMHS: Please prepare for a human child delivery
<EMHS>
CMO:I am always prepared, sir
<Captain_Nor_Maillik>
COMM: Ganymede: CO: This is Captain Maillik. of the Federation starship Sequoia.
<CNS_Ashworth>
::she climbs on the biobed::
<CO_Taylor>
OPS: Put me through, Audio only.
<OPS_Serok>
CO: Aye Sir. On audio Sir.
<CMO_Seti>
EMHS: Please scan the Commander for an ETA of the child please
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Sequoia? Hmmm sounds familiar. Taps personal log for reference::
<CO_Taylor>
COMM: Sequoia: Capt.: State your business, Captain. I trust you are aware that Federation vessels may not use cloaking devices in the alpha quadrant by treaty with the Romulan government?
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CMO: Okay... now Bones... which one of you are going to proceed with surgery? You... or the photonic?
<Captain_Nor_Maillik>
COMM: Captain.. I am ordering you to get out of the area immediately. Order from Adm Rittenhouse.
<Gov_MKlore>
OPS: Have you transmitted my request to IKS T'hling yet?
<EMHS>
CMO: By the activity in her blood and dilation, it can be a few more hours
<CSO_Ray>
:: begins to scan what planets are capable of sustaining life::
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: That's it, I am not having surgery, I'm just having our child and no surgery is required.
<OPS_Serok>
GOV: Governor, I am working on it.
<CMO_Seti>
Kevin: Mr. Ashworth, would you please wait in my office
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO: No I want him here
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Umm... what do you mean? If you don't have surgery... the baby won't come out... at least... right?
<Gov_MKlore>
OPS: Be quick about it. IF my hunch is correct we will need them and they are very near
<OPS_Serok>
COM: IKS: This is the USS Ganymede, Governor MKlore wishes to speak to the Captain.
<CTO_Abbott>
::furrows her brow at this so called Capt Miallik::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Goes into his Office, and orders a Ractageno::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CMO: Aye sir. ; CNS: I'll be back hunnie.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::walks to the office and turns to the CMO::
<CO_Taylor>
::looks at the Governor at the name of Admiral Rittenhouse:: COMM: Sequoia: Capt: Strange, that isn't the impression I got when I spoke with him earlier. ::makes the cut audio sound to OPS::
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Commander, you are doing fine, the baby will be arriving normally and I don't feel that Surgery will be needed.
<Captain_Nor_Maillik>
COMM: CO: Sir... I am giving you ONE warning only :: sighs and looks at his CTO ::
<OPS_Serok>
:: complies with the CO's order to cut transmition ::
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO: I could've told you that Doctor. Now just tell that to my husband please
<CSO_Ray>
CO: sir, only the second planet is capable of sustaining life
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Red Alert, sound battlestations! CSO: Make for the Second Planet then. Helm: Stand by for evasives.
ACTION: The Sequoia fires a Quantum Torpedo. straight at
the Ganymede.
<CTO_Abbott>
::feels a growl in the back of her throat as Maillik looks to his CTO ...she waits... ready to spring at her CO's mark::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::looks in the office... and begins to bend and look at a few items on the desk::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Sips his Coffee with a sigh of Relief, as he rechecks all key systems::
<CMO_Seti>
::Controls a slight grin:: CNS: Oh, I plan on telling him
<CTO_Abbott>
::sounds red alert::
ACTION: The torpedo overloads the shields.
Shields down to 5 %.
<CMO_Seti>
::Hears the Red Alert:: Self: So this is the emergency
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO: Thank you ::has another pain just as the Red alert sounded::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Hears the Red Alert, puts down the Coffee, and rushes to his Station::
<CO_Taylor>
HELM: EVASIVE! OPS: HAIL them! Tell them to stand down! CTO: Return fire!
ACTION: Consoles overload all over the bridge
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Commander, I am going to secure you to the bio bed so you are not injured
<CTO_Abbott>
::fires phasers::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::wonders why the blaring is so loud::
<CTO_Abbott>
::targets their weapons::
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO: All right.
<Gov_MKlore>
COMM: T'hling: This is Gov. M'Klore you are to rendezvous with the federation ship Ganymede in sector 791 immediately. She is under attack and is need of you assistance by order of the High Command. Fail this and die a cowards death!
<OPS_Serok>
COMM: FederationShip: This is the USS Ganymede. You are ordered to stand down.
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Bridge! What's goin on up there?!
ACTION: The phasers bounce off the shields of the
Sequoia.
ACTION: The Ganymede follows a spiraling course toward
the Second planet of the system at full sublight...
<CMO_Seti>
Computer: Secure the Commander to the bio bed for safety
<Captain_Nor_Maillik>
COMM: CO: Captain.. withdraw or be destroyed.
<CTO_Abbott>
::places the phasers on a rotating frequency to try and penetrate the shields::
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Fire Quantum Torpedoes. helm, keep us out of their line of fire! we can't take another hit like that.
<OPS_Serok>
:: looks at the Captain ::
ACTION: The Sequoia fires again.
<Gov_MKlore>
CO: Captain. The IKS T'ling is enroute to these coordinates. She has firing capability while cloaked
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Begins to transfer all emergency Power to the Shields::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::wonders if the doctor is actually going to meet him... or was just getting him out of the area::
<CTO_Abbott>
::re-enforces shield integrity and fires a full spread of torpedoes::
<CO_Taylor>
OPS: Send out a distress call! All frequencies! We are under attack by unknown rogue forces! Send out a message torpedo as well!
<OPS_Serok>
CO: Aye Sir.
ACTION: An energy discharge comes from the planets
surface.. Heading towards the Sequoia.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CMO: Are you coming Bones? Or... was that just a plan to get me out of the room?
<CNS_Ashworth>
::wonders why the ship has to be under attack at this very moment::
<CO_Taylor>
*CEO*: Mister D'Terrin, Get us out of here! I need shields and engines five minutes ago!
<CMO_Seti>
Kevin: We are under fire right now, please remain in my office until I say otherwise!
<CEO_D`terrin>
*CO* Aye sir!
<OPS_Serok>
COM: ALL Frequencies: MAYDAY!! This is the USS Ganymede. We are under attack by rouge forces !!! MAYDAY!!!
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::has never heard a Vulcan raise their voice... attempts to raise an eyebrow... but fails::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Snaps right to repairs on the engines and shields, drawing all emergency power, and all available from secondary and backup systems::
ACTION: Loose tricorder flies across sickbay and
bounces off Commander Ashworth's hip,
bruising it.
<OPS_Serok>
:: sends out torpedo as well ::
ACTION: The Sequoia saucer is ripped off from the
engineering hull. The energy discharge goes
through the Sequoia's shields like there was
nothing there
<CTO_Abbott>
::works steadily at the controls to keep shield power to whatever she can::
Action: Torpedoes and disruptor fire comes from seemingly
nowhere firing at the Sequoia
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Hold your fire! Helm: Plot evasives away from the planet and wait for my order!
<CNS_Ashworth>
::reacts when the tricorder hits her hip::
<CO_Taylor>
XO: Report!
<CMO_Seti>
Computer: Report any injuries and locations
<OPS_Serok>
:: tries to help reroute power to shields ::
<Computer>
CMO: Working
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::in sickbay... holding on tight::
<CTO_Abbott>
::ceases fire::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Sends emergency repair teams to fix the damaged systems::
<CO_Taylor>
CSO: Did we get any scans of that energy wave?
<XO_Silek>
CO: I do not understand sir... unless....
ACTION: The Sequoia ejects the warp core .. The only thing left
from the ship is engineering. The saucer is gone.
<CO_Taylor>
XO: Unless what? CSO: Scan the wreckage for survivors.
<Computer>
: CMO: There are injuries on Decks 3, 5, and 12.
<XO_Silek>
:: moves to Science #2 and begins the scan ::
<CSO_Ray>
:: begins to scan the area::
<CMO_Seti>
*Medical Teams*: Report to Decks 3, 5, and 12 Stat
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::walks to the CMO:: CMO: I was a medical technician for a short time. I think I can help out a little bit. Give you some back up. I'm sure you'll need it... Bones.
Action: A Vor'cha class vessel decloaks along side the
Ganymede
<XO_Silek>
CO: Captain.. The energy wave is... is.. confirmed with classified data.
<CSO_Ray>
CO: no survivors
<CEO_D`terrin>
*Emergency Repair Teams* Get Shields and Engines back Online!
<CO_Taylor>
::nods to CTO:: Good work, Mister Abbott. Commander Turnbull was right about you.
<CMO_Seti>
Kevin: I know and you can assist me here but STOP calling me Bones, I have skin as you can see
<CTO_Abbott>
::smirks proudly:: CO: Thank you Sir...
<CO_Taylor>
XO: Indeed. Then that's what we are here to find. 
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::smiles at the Vulcan:: CMO: That's very funny.
<CO_Taylor>
CSO; Mister Ray, scan for a cloaking device. 
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Commander, I will be back shortly, I am going to check on the injured, are you doing ok?
<CEO_D`terrin>
*XO* Sir, is the situation resolved?
<XO_Silek>
:: scans planet #2 :: CO: I have the coordinates of the discharge ::
<IKS T`hling>
COMM : Ganymede: Ganymede, This is IKS T'hling. We were advised of hostilities. Is our Gov. M'klore safe?
<CNS_Ashworth>
CMO: I'm fine just uncomfortable at the moment.
<CSO_Ray>
:: begins to look through sensor logs about the ship and the torpedo fired::
<CO_Taylor>
XO: Prepare a team to go after that stuff and destroy it at all costs, Mister Silek.
<CMO_Seti>
CNS: Understood,
<XO_Silek>
:: nods :: CO: Aye Sir.
<OPS_Serok>
:: looks at CO :: CO: Sir, should I answer?
<CMO_Seti>
Kevin: Stay here and look after your wife
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CMO: Of course I will. Have fun.
<CSO_Ray>
CO: it seems to be intact
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Watches as a few Systems go green on the board::
<CO_Taylor>
COMM: T'hling: CO: Governor M'Klore is quite safe. In fact, I suspect he has some orders for you. Stand by for Governor M'Klore. ::waves hand in an after-you motion toward the Governor::
<Kevin_Ashworth>
::moves closer to his wife:: CNS: Despite this current uncomfortable situation... you'll be fine. Trust me.
<CMO_Seti>
::Raises his eyebrow:: Fun? What is fun about this, I will never understand humans
<CO_Taylor> 
CSO: I want you to take a team over to the wreckage and liberate that cloaking device. I have a feeling WE might need it if my suspicions are correct...
<XO_Silek>
:: whispers :: CO: Captain. How many people do you wish to involve in the classified information.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: When was the last time... I told you you were beautiful?
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Earlier today.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: I was right. You are beautiful.
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Prefers to ignore the Vulcan wench::*T''hling you are to assist in destroying the remains of that vessel. I want no trace of it to exist ! You are to stand as cover for the Ganymede while she is in this sector.
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: Even if I feel like a planet?
<CO_Taylor>
::whispers:: XO: What else can you suggest, Commander? I can't leave the Ganymede with no flag officers. perhaps Governor M'Klore's men?
<CSO_Ray>
*CEO* please join me in TR 2
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Even if you feel like a planet, darling.
<CEO_D`terrin>
*CSO* Aye. ::Wonders about the sudden request::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Makes way to TL:: TR2
<XO_Silek>
:: blinks :: CO: One extra Ganymede officer and some security from the Governor should be adequate Captain
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: You're just agreeing with me to shut me up aren't you?
<CSO_Ray>
CTO: I might need you too, it you would please join me.
<CO_Taylor>
CSO: when you have it cut out and back over here, I want it installed on the Ganymede on my authority. leave the CTO here though. I think she may be needed elsewhere.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: No. I don't want you to shut up at all. ::smiles:: Maybe, just rest a little.
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Arrives in TR2::
<CO_Taylor>
XO: You choose the officer, Mister Silek.
<CTO_Abbott>
::nods at the CSO but stops at the CO's words::
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Patiently waits for the CSO::
<CSO_Ray>
CO: yes sir
<CNS_Ashworth>
Kevin: I guess I should try to get some rest. ::tries to relax::
<CO_Taylor>
CTO: Keep your post. We are still at Red Alert. CSO: You and CEO can handle it.
<CTO_Abbott>
CO: Aye Sir.
<Kevin_Ashworth>
CNS: Yes... please do. ::kisses her forehead:: Computer: Dim lights.
<CEO_D`terrin>
::Waits some more::
<Computer>
::dims lights::
<CSO_Ray>
:: heads toward TR 2::
<CMO_Seti>
::Exits the TL and enters deck 3 looking for the injured::
<XO_Silek>
CO: I'd like bring TO Lilencamp sir.. and ask the Governor for a few security officers.
<CMO_Seti>
::Takes his Tricorder and begins to scan the deck::
<CO_Taylor>
XO: Very well, Commander. make it so.
ACTION: CSO and CEO beam over to the wreckage
of the Sequoia in EVA suits to the ME section...
<CNS_Ashworth>
::really wishes for her personal pillow::
<Gov_MKlore>
:: Turns towards the XO:: Silek you will have what you need
<CEO_D`terrin>
@::Arrives in the Sequoia ME::
<XO_Silek>
:: nods :: Governor: Understood Sir.
ACTION: XO and his "enhanced team" Beam down to the
planet's surface 0.5 km from the coordinates of 
the discharge....
<CSO_Ray>
CEO: lets try and ID any thing important too. we may need it.
<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>
 


